The Individualized Curriculum Program (ICP) requires a student to design the curriculum suited to his or her particular background and needs, allowing alternative paths for reaching the currently offered undergraduate conventional degrees. To receive approval, the overall program needs to be of a scope and intensity comparable to programs leading to the degree being sought.

All distributions have been adjusted to reflect the academic reorganization of 2020-21.

YOUNGSTOWN STATE UNIVERSITY
ASSOCIATE'S DEGREES

Degree Type Key:
AA - Associate in Arts
ALS - Associate in Labor Studies
AAS - Associate in Applied Science
ATS - Associate in Technical Studies

* The Individualized Curriculum Program (ICP) requires a student to design the curriculum suited to his or her particular background and needs, allowing alternative paths for reaching the currently offered undergraduate conventional degrees. To receive approval, the overall program needs to be of a scope and intensity comparable to programs leading to the degree being sought.

SOURCE: PRSTAT Model 204 database file and ODS_ST_ACADEMIC_OUTCOME Banner data store table.

Figures reflect the academic reorganization of 2020-21.
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